
How to improve case 
management INSTANTLY
If you’re looking to manage your cases more 

efficiently, improve your service to clients, save time 

and increase your earnings, you need IINSIGHT.

Our easy-to-use web-based solution is being adopted by more 

and more OH and Rehabilitation practices/individuals, in Australia 

and overseas, every day. The latest being one of the largest 

Rehabilitation providers in the UK - Overland Health.

Here are just a few of the reasons why they opted for IINSIGHT. 

We’re:

Whether you’re a large organisation, or an individual OH and 

Rehabilitation professional, we’ll keep you practicing at your best.

Stay ahead with IINSIGHT today...

•	 Ahead on the web

•	 Ahead on pricing

•	 Ahead on experience

•	 Ahead on growth

•	 Ahead in integration

•	 Ahead on features

IINSIGHT 

offers you 

peace 

of mind 

because YOU 

control the 

cost.



Get Ahead

Ahead on the web

You can use a state-of-the-art cloud case management and reporting system NOW. 

IINSIGHT customers have been accessing their case data online for some time, so 

there’s no need for your business to be the guinea pig! Our market-leading web-

based product has been thoroughly tested by thousands of satisfied users. And they 

all agree that their work is more efficient now that paper-based processes are a thing 

of the past. Why not let us make your life easier too?

Ahead on pricing

IINSIGHT offers you peace of mind because YOU control the cost. Unlike other case 

management software, where there’s no price ceiling, there’s a capped cost per 

case. Great technology doesn’t mean more expensive case management!

Ahead on experience

Perhaps the most important feature of IINSIGHT is user adoption. People WANT to 

use our system and that’s what makes it different.

User adoption was seriously addressed during the design and development phases 

so, as well as being modern and seamless, IINSIGHT is easy-to-use. It is 

Web 2.0/tablet friendly, making access possible any time anywhere.

And there’s more. Because user adoption was considered early on, no additional 

iterations and releases are necessary - you’re up and running immediately. In a 

nutshell, all this means faster realisation of ROI!

Ahead on growth

Since its launch, IINSIGHT has enjoyed truly exceptional growth. As more and more 

case managers choose to use it, our state-of-the-art, user friendly platform currently 

leads the market, forcing our competitors to try to catch up.

Ahead in integration

The fact that IINSIGHT is web-based has a number of advantages:

•	 It’s available 24-7. All you need is browser access.

•	 It’s much cheaper and easier to manage than client-server based applications.

•	 It’s less hassle to role out to staff because there’s no need to distrubute software to 

desktops/laptops.

•	 You don’t need to worry about housekeeping because backups and upgrades are carried 

out by IINSIGHT.

•	 Migration to and from the system is easy.

Simply log on and get to work!

Ahead on features

Our customer responsive strategy is designed specifically to ensure that all users 

have a voice. YOU have a say in the features that IINSIGHT offers.

Individual users can request an enhancement online and there are also focus groups 

of ‘power users’ who regularly meet up to report back to our development team 

and contribute to quarterly upgrades. This inclusive approach means that you can 

genuinely future-proof your business, while at the same time have a say in the 

direction in which the OH and Rehabilitation sectors are moving.

Since its 

launch, 

IINSIGHT 

has enjoyed 

truly 

exceptional 

growth.

www.iinsight.biz


